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Abstract: 

Renewable technology is a hot topic in modern engineering. Researches on renewable energy are mainly based on solar 

technology which consist solar PV modules. Effectiveness and efficiencies of those PV modules are very significant to make 

researches feasible. This paper is based on current advances of the temperature control methods of PV modules. Temperature 

control is a most important part for solar energy research; it normally inversely changes with respect to electrical efficiency of 

PV module. Increase in electrical efficiency depends on temperature controlling techniques, type and size of the panel along 

with geographical position rising about 3-5% of the overall efficiency. A perspective on other temperature controlling methods 

for PV modules will also be discussed in this paper. 

 

Keywords: PV module, cooling techniques of PV, Photovoltaic, Temperature control methods. 

 

Introduction: 

Inexhaustible energy sources are winding up increasingly mainstream, with respect to the contamination and 

non-maintainability of basic energy sources. With expanding human populace, a shortage of fossil based oil has been presented. 

One of most bottomless assets is solar energy, which shows itself specifically, as solar irradiance, or in a roundabout way as 

wind energy and biomass energy. With regards to the efficiency of energy change, several things should be recognized. Those 

renewable energies are chiefly changed into electrical and thermal energy for different purposes. Electrical energy, for the most 

part on account of its simple transformability to work, is viable than thermal energy. The most productive approach to get 

electrical energy is from coordinate solar irradiance by utilizing photovoltaic cells (PV cell). The general efficiency of PV cells 

ranges from around 5 % - 20 %, higher than the aggregate circuitous efficiency with regards to wind and biomass efficiency. 

Nonetheless, it has been indicated that the general of photovoltaic cell efficiency drops definitely with an expansion in 

temperature. The rate of diminishing extents from 0.25 % to 0.5 % per degree Celsius, contingent upon the cell material 

utilized. [1] Especially for concentrated PV cells, which utilize concentrated daylight to deliver bigger measures of power, and 

lessen the cost of for the most part costly PV hardware, it has been watched that high temperatures incredibly diminish the 

working existence of the entire PV framework. Cooling components have just been proposed [2, 3] and the advancement of 

cooling procedures proceeds. It has been demonstrated that a sizable measure of power can be picked up, up to a sum of 5 % 
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[4], by use of a cooling framework. By the by, a lot of lighted energy (up to 87 %) changes over into warm. Later 

improvements have been focused on bridling that waste warmth into valuable thermal energy. For the most part, cross breed 

components that saddle both electrical and thermal solar energy are called photovoltaic-thermal units (PV/T unit). Typically 

those units have higher general efficiency yet bring down specific efficiencies, when contrasted and remain solitary 

photovoltaic and solar collectors [5]. 

 

Different Temperature Controlling Techniques for PV: 

Fundamentally temperature controlling for PV modules implies cooling of the board. The upside of cooling is clear; coming 

about higher electrical yield. This cooling requires a different framework evacuating complete warmth to some degree. The 

development and support of that framework can be costly and there is a probability that the cost of framework upkeep could 

exceed the advantages of the enhanced electrical yield. Subsequently, general electrical pick up can be talked about in the 

majority of the investigations made for instance. [2,6-10] There are two sorts of well recognized cooling techniques: active 

cooling, expending energy from a source (pump, fan and so forth.) and aloof cooling, utilizing regular convection to empower 

warm extraction. 

 

Active cooling methods 

Active cooling techniques can be considered as those techniques that persistently devour power with a specific end goal to cool 

the PV module. The majority of the techniques utilized depend on air or water cooling. Thus, for principle framework 

utilization pump or fan is required for directing liquid dissemination. As a rule, active cooling techniques result in more 

delivered power and more available thermal energy, however when power utilization is considered, question emerges if cooling 

framework can bolster itself. At the point when concentrated PV cells are utilized, active cooling framework can without much 

of a stretch be connected, basically on account of liquid to-cell mass proportion and the capacity to utilize less cooling liquid. 

In this manner, less power is expected to keep up the framework. Teo et al. 2012, [11] cooled four polycrystalline PV modules 

of 55W ostensible power, from posterior. The surface of PV module is 0.78 m
2
. Unique flow channel was produced and CFD 

investigation was utilized to upgrade its shape. Add up to efficiency pick up was around 1 %, depending of the light. Ideal 

wind stream underneath the board is 0.055 kg/s, albeit no encompassing temperature was given. This data is hence solid just 

for this particular case. In any case, this data can be significant when endeavoring to assess the measure of air expected to chill 

off standard PV module. Farhana et al. 2012, [12] utilized polycrystalline PV cell of 0.924 m
2
 to inspect air cooling impact. 

Two cells have been looked at, one with and the other without cooling. The cooling cell has aluminum packaging on the rear, 

which goes about as flow channel. The work discards data about mass flow of the cooling air. Rather, fan particular was given. 

From it, mass flow can be approximated to 0.035 kg/s. Results demonstrate a greatest relative efficiency increment of 8.9 % 

and a diminishing in temperature of most extreme 12 °C. Mazón-Hernández et al. 2013, [13] has demonstrated that, for air 

mass flow of 0.74 m
3
/s, add up to efficiency can be kept up over 13.5 % at crest insolation of 970 W/m

2
, and a general 

increment in efficiency is around 2 %, Figure-1. At specific administrations, temperature decline of 15 °C has been 

accomplished. 
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Figure-1: Active air cooling [13] 

 

Arcuri et al. 2014; cooled a polycrystalline PV board of 1 m
2
. Cooling was given on posterior of board, through extraordinarily 

built flow conduit. Flow pipe comprises of aluminum sheet 1 mm thick at the back of the plate, and wooden packaging around 

it. Mean air mass flow of around 0.016 kg/s was built up. Mass flow is set up by means of helical fanatic utilization of 3.6 W 

powers. Mean increment in all out efficiency was around 0.6 %, depending of the insolation and part of the year. [14]  

 

With respect to water cooling, 2 unmistakable procedures can be connected: front side and rear cooling. Hosseini et al. 2011, 

[15] made a thin water film at front side of a mono-crystalline PV board and increased aggregate efficiency increment of 

around 1 %. Add up to territory of board was 0.44 m
2
 and most extreme water flow was around 1 lit/min. The pump utilized 

expends 0.25 hP. A reduction in temperature of 20 °C was come to. There is no specifying of measure of warmth taken off by 

dissipation, which needed to be considered when cooling is done from the front side. Du et al. 2012, [16] utilized concentrated 

mono-crystalline PV cell of 0.152 m2. The fixation was at the force of 8.5 suns. Cooling procedure utilized was posterior 

cooling by means of 2 aluminum pipes on aluminum mounting. Pinnacle efficiency pick up was 0.8 % for mass flow of 0.035 

kg/s of water. Pinnacle PV temperature was around 60 °C. Bahaidarah et al. 2013, cooled a mono-crystalline PV module with a 

territory of 1.24 m2 from back side, [17] by means of shut packaging through which a flow of water is set up, Figure-2. Water 

pump devours 0.5 hP of power. Greatest mass flow is 0.06 kg/s. Most extreme increment in efficiency, when contrasted and 

non-cooled module is aggregate of 2.8% and reduction of module temperature is 10 °C. Considering the extent of the board, 

the ascent in efficiency is huge. 
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Figure-2: Water cooling as used in Bahaidarah et al. 2013 [17] 

 

Dorobantu et al. 2013; cooled a PV cell of around 0.56 m2 on front side by washing it with0.03 kg/s of water. Increment in 

efficiency was not measured. Rather, increment in power yield is given, and it comes to up to 4 W. Decline in temperature was 

12.5 °C and 8 °C on back and front side respectively.[18] Pump utilization was not specified, it is just stressed that expanded 

power yield is sufficient to take care of the pumping expense. Moharram et al. 2013 utilized mono-crystalline PV board of 1.25 

m2 surface, and cooled it with a water flow on the front side of the board. The pump utilized devours around 1 hP of power. 

Flow of the water is settled at 0.48 kg/s. The cooling was led in interims of 5 minutes, with 15 minute stops and it was 

demonstrated that cooling rate is around 2 °C/min. Add up to increment in efficiency, because of cooling, was around 1.5 %. 

As indicated by [19], ideal temperature for cooling begin ought to be 45 °C. Likewise, the instrument keeps the front of the 

board clean, which is critical for dusty locales, for example, Sahara or Middle East. Sun et al. 2014, cooled a concentrated 

mono-crystalline PV cell cluster of 0.014 m2, enlightened by 9.1 suns. Cooling fluid utilized was dimethyl silicon oil. Mass 

flow was differed from 0.19 to 0.95 kg/s. Cell temperature was kept up in interval of 20 °C to 32 °C, depending of mass flow. 

General efficiency was kept between 12.5 % and 13.74 %, depending of the time. That efficiency is genuinely near efficiency 

of non-concentrated cell cluster, which is 13.94 %. [20] Hence, there was almost no drop in efficiency because of higher 

centralization of daylight. Likewise, no critical cell corruption was seen following 270 days of direct submersion. Smith et al. 

2014; measured an expansion in power yield for concentrated cells by cooling the front agree with splashing water. 

Mono-crystalline PV boards were utilized, without board details. Another gathering of boards was additionally measured as a 

test gathering. Focus factor was excluded. Water flow was at greatest 0.116 kg/s. Net power pick up for standard water cooling 

was 4.6 %,[21] when pump utilization is considered. At the point when ice water was utilized (2.5 °C at the passage), biggest 

power change was 24 %. At the point when light fixation and ice water cooling was joined, power increment was 43 % more 

noteworthy than that of the control gathering. Tina et al. 2011; cooled the polycrystalline PV board of 1.27 m
2
 with water flow 

at the front of the PV module. The water flow was at greatest 0.0167 kg/s, and profundity of shut water box was 25 mm. It was 

demonstrated that front side cooling is wasteful for little illumination power. Optical misfortunes defeat thermal float caused 

by warming impact. Interestingly, for high light, front side cooling decreases thermal float which gives more prominent power 

yield paying little mind to optical misfortunes through water layer. For higher illumination, confirmed that efficiency can be 

raised up to 1.2 % for passive cooling technique. [22] Cooling system from both front and posterior is gone for. Water flow is 

differed and its greatest esteem was 0.0625 kg/s. Water is connected in fly shape, which improves the cooling impact, as per 

Rahimi et al. 2011,results are demonstrating a relative increment in efficiency of 14.8 %, 19.1 %, and 20.4 % for back side,[23] 

front side and concurrent back and front cooling. Likewise, connection of kind of flow with warm dissemination is talked 

about in Røyne et al. 2005, it was demonstrated that high speed liquid transitions (planes) have a capacity to definitely take 
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away the warmth from the PV cell. The drawback is the requirement for high weights in the system. [24] 

 

Thermoelectric cooling 

The fundamentals of thermoelectric cooling lie in marvels of Peltier impact. The Peltier Effect happens at an energized 

intersection as a warmth flow particular way. On one side of the intersection it produces warming, and on the other, cooling 

impact. The warming/cooling power relies upon the temperature contrast and voltage/current force. Cooling impact devours 

power. Najafi and Woodbury in 2013 displayed a PV cell cooling with Peltier component. [25] It was demonstrated that 

execution of thermoelectric cooling can be suitable for high focus PV cells. Just in particular cell working administrations 

enough additional power can be created to keep up cell cooling. Figure-3 presents thermo-electric impact. 

 

 

Figure-3: Thermo-electric effect [26] 

 

Nano-fluids cooling 

Nano-liquids are thought to be scattered blends of cooling liquid and strong nanoparticles. The greater part of the particles 

utilized are metal oxides, per case Al2O3 or CuO particles. Weight level of scattered particles is around 0.1-2.0 %. The 

particles have Brownian movement through cooling liquid. Principle points of interest of Nano liquids are more noteworthy 

thermal conductivity (subsequently availability) and to some degree more prominent warmth limit [27]. Fundamental 

impediment is pumping procedure and general change in flow administration, i.e. trademark turbulent flow happens at various 

paces and geometries, when contrasted and normal liquids.  

 

Xu and Kleinstreuerin 2014; made a numerical model for water and Nano liquid cooling of silicon PV cells and demonstrated 

the cooling capability of Nano liquid to be to some degree more prominent than that of water. Electrical efficiency appears to 

keep up higher esteems even at expanded temperatures, when PV board is cooled with Nano fluids. [28] The efficiency 

distinction amongst water and Nano-liquid cooling is huge amid higher outlet liquid temperatures, and it can be up to 1 % of 

aggregate efficiency. Karami and Rahimi in their exploration [29] utilized Boehmite Nano-liquid to direct cooling of 

polycrystalline module of 0.059 m
2
. Cooling was made on the rear of the module, by means of cooling conduits of two distinct 

shapes. It was demonstrated that little level of Nano-liquid in cooling water improves temperature distinction of module 
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surface. For a grouping of 0.1 % wt. of Nano liquid and liquid flow of 0.006 kg/s, a lessening in temperature of around 4.5 °C 

was watched, when contrasted and water cooling. Solid impact of flow channel shape on cooling force was watched. It was 

demonstrated that Nano-liquid cooling efficiency principally depends of Nano-liquid substance and neighborhood flow 

administration. Figure-4 indicates cooling technique utilizing nano-liquids. 

 

 

Figure-4: Nano-fluid cooling method [28] 

 

Passive cooling techniques 

Uninvolved cooling techniques are isolated into three principle gatherings: air detached cooling, water avoidant cooling, and 

conductive cooling. Conductive cooling for the most part winds up with air cooling; however a vital distinction is that the 

predominant instrument of warmth exchange from PV cells is conductive in nature. Cuce et al. 2011; had done a test on 

mono-crystalline PV modules temperature controlling. Two modules were utilized: one was made of aluminum fins with 

applying thermal oil at warm sink and one without a warmth sink. Power shifted from 200 to 800 W/m
2
. A relative increment 

in electric efficiency of 9 % has been picked up by utilizing detached cooling alongside a warmth sink. [30]  

 

Hernández et al. 2013, has demonstrated that the profundity of flow channel underneath PV cells has critical effect on aloof 

cooling, for bigger PV surface (1.95 m
2
). [31] It has been demonstrated that, for a length-to-profundity proportion of 0.085, the 

PV module warms up by 5-6 °C when contrasted and a PV module on a consistent mount. It has been noticed that the 

temperature contrast ascends with the expansion of insolation. At the end of the day, latent flow channels can have the invert 

impact on PV module cooling.  
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An uncommon kind of detached cooling technique is Phase-change-Material (PCM). In Hassan et al. 2010, creators had 

demonstrated that, with the correct sort of PCM, a reduction of 15 °C in respect to reference PV cell can be accomplished, in 5 

hours, protecting at 1000 W/m2. PV modules with ostensible power of 65W were utilized, with 50 mm of PCM material from 

the back, with vertical aluminum balances to improve conduction. The power pick up was higher by 9.7 % than that from a 

reference PV module. Maiti et al. 2011, they utilized a V-sort intelligent panel for picking up as much fixation starting at two 

suns, Figure-5. [32] A PV board of 0.133 m
2
 surface was utilized, with 10 W of ostensible power. Utilizing 5.5 kg of PCM 

material blended with turning shavings diminished the most extreme temperature from 85 °C to 65 °C. The ascent in efficiency 

was around 55 %. Be that as it may, 5.5 kg of PCM material for 0.133 m
2
 of surface under 2 suns is essentially higher mass of 

material than in [33]. 

 

Figure-5: PCM [34] 

 

Water detached cooling is to some degree more proficient, for the most part due to the higher thermal limit of water. A few 

investigations have been made with front and back cooling. Rosa-Clot et al. 2010; used a submerged system to chill off the 

mono-crystalline PV module in water. The impact had constrained achievement: the temperature was kept up at 30 °C which 

thus yielded a relative efficiency increment of 20 %; however insolation power dropped with profundity. Nonetheless, at a 

profundity of 4 cm, relative efficiency is expanded by 11 %. [35]  
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Figure-6: Thermo-syphon effect used on PV/T system [40] 

 

El-Seesy et al. 2012, made an endeavor to chill off the PV cell with a thermo-siphon impact, Figure-6. A poly-crystalline 

silicon module, with an aggregate territory of 0.260 m
2
 was utilized, along with a copper sheet and tubing introduced on the 

back of the module, and a thermo-siphon water system with water limit of 80 liters. The expansion of relative efficiency picked 

up was 19 %. [36] Chandrasekar et al. 2013; utilized the fine impact to chill off the back of a mono-crystalline PV module, 

0.36 m
2
 of surface. The slim impact was delivered by means of cotton wick structures wrapped spirally at the back of the 

module, and inundated in liquid. Nano liquid capillary cooling was additionally attempted, yet it neglected to upgrade the 

cooling impact when contrasted and water. [37] The greatest increment in efficiency goes up to 10.4 % when contrasted with a 

non-cooled module. Han et al. 2013, thought about drenching in various cooling liquids. The drenching happens in separation 

fluid, de-ionized water and three distinctive natural fluids. The irradiance was enlarged to 10, 20 and 30 suns, where 1 sun is 

1000 W/m
2
. The relative efficiency increment goes up to 15 %. A few things should be considered. Basically, the way that the 

phone is generally little when contrasted with the measure of fluid and its packaging. Then again, a grouping of 30 suns 

requires a sizeable measure of cooling, which should clearly be possible with uninvolved fluid cooling. For a superior 

comprehension, temperature estimations ought to be directed, which is overlooked in. [38] A more important conclusion is that 

the PV cell remains unchanged after 180 days of immersion. Abdulgafar et al. 2014; compared different efficiencies of 0.12 W 

and 15 cm
2 

polycrystalline PV cell immersed in different depths of deionized water. Most elevated general power was picked 

up at least profundity of 1 cm. Be that as it may; most astounding efficiency of 22 % was picked up at depth of 6 cm. This was 

because of the way that pyrometer utilized for recognizing solar irradiance was likewise submerged in water to same 

profundity. [39] With diminish in irradiance, relative efficiency rises, in spite of the fact that the yield power is significantly 

littler than that of a non-drenched PV cell. Likewise, the measure of water utilized for cooling significantly beats the mass of 

PV cell subsequently it can't be effectively contrasted and substantial scale PV frameworks. 
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Conclusion 

Many works underline the use of waste warmth for local boiling water. Albeit high temp water (and warmth when all is said in 

done) generation is imperative, primary motivation behind PV cells is electrical energy creation. At the point when energy is 

looked at, the energy of electrical energy is altogether more noteworthy than energy of created thermal energy. Delivered high 

temp water never achieves the temperatures over 65 °C, because of critical lessening in PV electrical efficiency, with the 

exception of in concentrated PV frameworks. Crossover PV/T innovation is a need, for the most part in view of space 

enhancement and conservativeness of outline. The framework should concentrate on increasing more electrical energy, due to 

its higher quality. Hence it is imperative to characterize ideal working temperature and to set up a control procedure by which 

outlet water temperature can be differed. One difficult issue is certainly the jumble of energy needs - most thermal energy is 

required in winter, when there is an absence of it. For that reasons, concentrated PV cells can be utilized, fundamentally on 

account of the higher proportion of water-to-cell mass. In summer, extensive measure of warmth should be taken away. A PCM 

can be utilized to catch extra warmth at top burdens. While considering nano-liquid cooling, a different flow framework should 

be considered, if cooling water is to be utilized for local needs. Since nano-liquid cooling can improve electrical efficiency by 

up to extra 1 %, it can be considered as a decent answer for huge PV/T frameworks, where the presentation of extra course 

framework could be monetarily feasible. 
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